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Abstract

Static analysis, based on scheduling techniques, provides the most typical approach for validation of real-time

systems. However, in the case of complex real-time systems such as parallel and distributed systems, many simpli®-

cations are made in order to make analysis tractable. This means that even if the system can be statically validated, the

real behaviour of the system in execution may be di�erent enough from its theoretical behaviour to make it invalid. In

these cases, an analysis based on measurement of the system in execution constitutes an invaluable aid to the static

analysis. This article describes a methodology for the analysis of the temporal behaviour of parallel and distributed real-

time systems with end-to-end constraints. The analysis is based on the measurement of a prototype of the system in

execution and is supported by a behavioural model. The main components of the model are the sequences of activities

throughout the system tasks (transactions), which are carried out in response to input events, causing the corresponding

output events. Thus, the temporal behaviour of the system is viewed as a set of real-time transactions competing for the

available resources. This article also includes experimental results of applying the methodology to the analysis of a well-

known case study. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Timing analysis and validation have been
highlighted as key areas of research for real-time
and embedded computing [16]. Static analysis,
based on formal methods and scheduling theory,

and dynamic analysis, based on simulation and
run-time measurement, are the two approaches
most commonly used for timing analysis and val-
idation.

In complex industrial real-time systems, com-
monly implemented as parallel or distributed sys-
tems, timing constraints must be derived and
imposed based on the end-to-end requirements
between the input events (usually from the external
environment of the system), and the output events
(generated by the system in response to the
input events). This end-to-end approach has been
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followed by several authors in the real-time com-
puting area, working with mono-processor sys-
tems [3], parallel systems [18] and distributed
systems [6,13].

Real-time scheduling, the most common ap-
proach in the related literature, produces low de-
grees of success with systems whose end-to-end
tasks may have complex synchronization patterns
(i.e. not only pipeline patterns, but fork-join pat-
terns as well) and widely varying releases, execu-
tion times and resource requirements. The
problem with scheduling theory for this kind of
systems comes from the fact that the models we
use incorporate many simpli®cations in order to
make the problem tractable. Thus, a system which
is perfectly schedulable in theory, may not be
schedulable in practice, after implemententation
on a speci®c platform.

As real-time systems become more complex and
more dynamic, analysis based on measurement
provides more help in understanding their tem-
poral behaviour during execution. Thus, this kind
of analysis can e�ectively help in bridging the gap
between real-time scheduling theory and imple-
mentation realities.

Here, we propose an analysis methodology of
temporal behaviour of parallel and distributed
real-time systems based on measurement, as a
complement to the static analysis based on
scheduling. The methodology starts with an initial
design for the real-time system, which is the result
of using a suitable design methodology for this
kind of systems [7]. After building a system pro-
totype and carrying out measurements during its
execution, the methodology permits not only the
real-time system to be checked in practice, but also
the identi®cation of a set of causes for the observed
system behaviour. Knowledge of these causes can
also help in re®ning the scheduling parameters (i.e.
task priorities and mapping) when the timing
constraints for the system are not ful®led.

The methodology is supported by metrics cor-
responding to three system views [19], which are
behavioural, structural and resource views. The
structural view is a static view of the system and
provides information about the software structure
and its mapping on the hardware. The resource
view provides dynamic information about the use

of the resources. The last view, the behavioural
view, provides information about the temporal
behaviour of the system in terms of sequences of
activities carried out in the system.

The organization of the rest of the article is as
follows: Section 2 presents the computational
model of the kind of real-time systems to which the
methodology is oriented; in Section 3, the model
used in the behavioural view is shown; Section 4
presents the main steps and aspects of the analysis
methodology; in Section 5, a well-known case
study is analysed using the methodology; ®nally, in
Section 6, the conclusions and future work are
presented. Although the methodology can be ap-
plied to real-time systems in general, this work
deals with parallel and distributed real-time sys-
tems, hereafter simply referred to as real-time
systems (RTS).

2. Computational model

The real-time applications supported by the
methodology are composed of sequences of tasks,
called end-to-end tasks. These tasks are executed in
order to give response to input events in the system
(internal clock signals or external signals from the
transducers), generating the corresponding output
events (signals for the actuators). A data or con-
trol dependency exists between the successive
tasks, which imposes a precedence requirement on
their scheduling. The sequences of tasks may span
multiple processors and one simple task can be-
long to more than one end-to-end task.

Tasks are the units of scheduling in the com-
putational model, but they are not the only com-
ponents of the model. In fact, because we consider
the possibility of a certain level of complexity in
the tasks, we also consider the blocks of code ex-
ecuted within the tasks in the computational
model. In the simplest case, only one block of code
(hereafter called block) corresponds to the whole
code of one task. The existence of computational
units within the task in our model will also permit
the construction of a more detailed behavioural
model to support the analysis of end-to-end tasks,
as will be shown later.
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